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Ear decompositions of graphs are a standard concept related to several major problems in graph theory like the Traveling
Salesman Problem. For example, the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem, which is notoriously NP-complete, is equivalent to
deciding whether a given graph admits an ear decomposition in which all ears except one are trivial (i.e. of length 1). On
the other hand, a famous result of Lovász states that deciding whether a graph admits an ear decomposition with all ears of
odd length can be done in polynomial time. In this paper, we study the complexity of deciding whether a graph admits an
ear decomposition with prescribed ear lengths. We prove that deciding whether a graph admits an ear decomposition with
all ears of length at most ` is polynomial-time solvable for all fixed positive integer `. On the other hand, deciding whether
a graph admits an ear decomposition without ears of length in F is NP-complete for any finite set F of positive integers.
We also prove that, for any k ≥ 2, deciding whether a graph admits an ear decomposition with all ears of length 0 mod k
isNP-complete.

We also consider the directed analogue to ear decomposition, which we call handle decomposition, and prove analogous
results : deciding whether a digraph admits a handle decomposition with all handles of length at most ` is polynomial-time
solvable for all positive integer `; deciding whether a digraph admits a handle decomposition without handles of length in
F is NP-complete for any finite set F of positive integers (and minimizing the number of handles of length in F is not
approximable up to n(1 − ε)); for any k ≥ 2, deciding whether a digraph admits a handle decomposition with all handles
of length 0 mod k isNP-complete. Also, in contrast with the result of Lovász, we prove that deciding whether a digraph
admits a handle decomposition with all handles of odd length isNP-complete. Finally, we conjecture that, for every set A
of integers, deciding whether a digraph has a handle decomposition with all handles of length inA isNP-complete, unless
there exists h ∈ N such that A = {1, · · · , h}.

1 Introduction
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the most famous and notoriously hard combinatorial opti-
mization problem. One of its versions, known as GRAPH-TSP, can be defined as follows. Given a graph G,
we denote by 2G the graph obtained from G by doubling all its edges, and a multi-subgraph of G is a sub-
graph of 2G. A tour of G is a connected spanning multi-subgraph of G in which all vertices have even degree.
GRAPH-TSP consists in finding a minimum cardinality (number of edges) tour of a given connected graph.

A relaxation of GRAPH-TSP is the 2-EDGE-CONNECTED SUBGRAPH problem (2-ECSS for short). Given a
connected graph G, we look for a 2-edge-connected spanning multi-subgraph with minimum number of edges.
A solution of course contains two copies of each bridge, and may at first contain parallel copies of other edges
too. However, the latter can always be avoided (See Sebő and Vygen (2014) for example.)

GRAPH-TSP and 2-EDGE-CONNECTED SPANNING SUBGRAPH areNP-hard because the 2-edge-connected
spanning subgraphs of G with |V (G)| edges are precisely the hamiltonian cycles. A ρ-approximation algo-
rithm for a minimization problem is a polynomial-time algorithm that always computes a solution of value at
most ρ times the optimum. For the above problems, a 2-approximation algorithm is trivial by taking a spanning
tree and doubling all its edges.

Christofides (1976) described a 3
2 -approximation algorithm for GRAPH-TSP. In the last few years, several

progress were made. Gharan et al. (2011) gave a ( 3
2 − ε)-approximation algorithm for a tiny ε > 0, Mömke and

Svensson (2011) obtained a 1.461-approximation algorithm, and Mucha (2014) refined their analysis and ob-
tained the approximation ratio of 13

9 = 1.444 . . . Finally, Sebő and Vygen (2014) described a 7
5 -approximation

algorithm for GRAPH-TSP.
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For 2-ECSS, Khuller and Vishkin (1994) gave a 3
2 -approximation algorithm and Cheriyan et al. (2001) im-

proved the ratio to 17
12 . This was further improved by Sebő and Vygen (2014) who described a 4

3 -approximation
algorithm for 2-ECSS.

1.1 Ear decomposition in graphs
An important tool in the best approximation algorithms for both problems is ear decomposition.

LetG be a graph and let F be a subgraph ofG. An F -ear inG is either a cycle inGwith exactly one vertex in
V (F ) or a path having its two (different) endvertices in V (F ) and no internal vertex in V (F ), and distinct from
an edge of F . A v-ear-decomposition of a graph G is a sequence (Hp)1≤p≤p∗ such that H1 is a ({v}, ∅)-ear,
and Hp is an H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hp−1-ear for all 2 ≤ p ≤ p∗, and G =

⋃p∗
p=1Hp. A vertex v ∈ V is included by the

ear Hp if p is the smallest index for which v ∈ V (Hp). An ear decomposition is a v-ear-decomposition for
some vertex v. The number of ears in any ear decomposition of G is |E(G)| − |V (G)|+ 1.

A graph has an ear decomposition if and only if it is 2-edge-connected. The lentgh of an ear is its number of
edges. An ear is trivial if it has length 1. It is even (resp. odd) if its length is even (resp. odd). Maximizing
the number of trivial ears is equivalent to the 2-ECSS problem because deleting trivial ears maintains 2-edge-
connectivity. We show in Subsection 5.1 that minimizing the number of trivial ears is NP-hard. Observe
that if a graph has an ear decomposition with no non-trivial short ears (i.e. ears of length between 2 and `
for some fixed `), then the spanning subgraph H obtained by removing the trivial ears satisfies |V (H)| ≤
|E(H)| ≤ `+1

` |V (H)|. Hence a natural idea to approximate 2-ECSS consists in finding an ear decomposition
that minimizes the number of non-trivial short ears. Unfortunately, we show that this cannot work directly :
we prove (Corollary 12) that for any finite set of integers F , deciding whether a graph as an ear decomposition
in which no ear has length in F is NP-complete. Note however that short ears are used in the approximation
algorithm given by Sebő and Vygen (2014).

When the set F of forbidden ear lengths is infinite, the problem may become polynomial-time solvable.
Lovász (1972) showed that a graph G has an odd ear decomposition (i.e. an ear decomposition in which all
ears are odd) if and only if it is factor-critical (that is such that G − v has a perfect matching for every vertex
v). This implies that one can decide in polynomial time whether a graph has an odd ear decomposition. Frank
(1993) gave a polynomial-time algorithm that finds an ear decomposition with the minimum number of even
ears, which is an ear decomposition with the maximum number of odd ears. This algorithm plays a central role
in the above-cited approximation algorithms for 2-ECSS. In contrast, we show in Subsection 5.2 that deciding
whether a graph admits an even ear decomposition (i.e. an ear decomposition in which all ears are even) is
NP-complete. More generally, we prove that for every fixed k, k ≥ 2, deciding whether a graph admits an ear
decomposition in which all ears have length 0 modulo k is NP-complete.

1.2 Handle decomposition in graphs
We are also interested in the directed analogue of ear decompositions. For sake of clarity, we call it handle
decomposition (which is the alternative usual name to ear decomposition).

LetD be a digraph andF a subdigraph ofD. AnF -handleH ofD is either a directed cycle (v0, v1, . . . , v`−1, v`)
with v0 = v` in V (F ) and all other vertices not in V (F ), or a directed path (v0, v1, . . . , v`) arc-disjoint with
F with v0, v` ∈ V (F ) and all internal vertices not in V (F ). Even when H is a cycle, we call v0 and v` are
the endvertices of H while the vertices vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ ` − 1 are its internal vertices; the vertex v0 is the initial
vertex of H and v` its terminal vertex. The length of a handle is the number of its arcs, here `. A handle is
odd (resp. even, trivial) if its length is odd (resp. even, 1).

Given a digraph D and a subdigraph F , an F -handle-decomposition of D is a sequence (Hp)1≤p≤p∗ such
that H1 is an F -handle, and Hp is an F ∪H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hp−1-handle for all 2 ≤ p ≤ p∗, and D = F ∪

⋃p∗
p=1Hp.

For a subset S of vertices, an S-handle decomposition is an (S, ∅)-handle decomposition, and for a vertex v,
a v-handle decomposition is a {v}-handle decomposition. A vertex v ∈ V is included by the handle Hp if p
is the smallest index for which v ∈ V (Hp). A handle decomposition is a v-handle decomposition for some
vertex v.

It is easy and well-known that a digraph admits a handle decomposition if and only if it is strongly connected.
The number p∗ of handles in any handle decomposition of a strongly connected digraph D is exactly |A(D)| −
|V (D)| + 1. The value p∗ = p∗(D) is called the cyclomatic number of D. Observe that p∗(D) = 0 when D
is a singleton and p∗(D) = 1 when D is a directed cycle.
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There are many similarities between ear decompositions of 2-edge-connected graphs and handle decompo-
sition of strongly connected digraphs which trace back to the introduction of these notions by Robbins (1939)
to establish its celebrated theorem: the graphs that have strongly connected orientations are exactly the 2-edge-
connected graphs.

A handle decomposition is odd (resp. even) if each of its handles is odd (resp. even). A handle decomposition
is genuine if it has no trivial handles.

Note that finding a handle decomposition with the maximum number of trivial handles of a given digraph
D is equivalent to MINIMUM SPANNING STRONG SUBDIGRAPH (MSSS for short) which consists in finding
a spanning strongly connected subdigraph of D with the minimum number of arcs, because deleting trivial
handles maintains strong connectivity. This problem is well-known to be NP-hard as it contains the well-
known NP-complete DIRECTED HAMILTONIAN CYCLE problem: deciding whether a strongly connected
digraph has a handle decomposition with all handles except one being trivial is equivalent to deciding whether
it has a directed hamiltonian cycle. Vetta (2001) gave a 3

2 -approximation algorithm for MSSS. A digraph is
symmetric if (v, u) is an arc whenever (u, v) is an arc. The associated symmetric digraph of a graph G is
the symmetric digraph obtained from G by replacing each edge {u, v} by the two arcs uv and vu. Observe that
solving 2-ECSS for a graph G is equivalent to solve MSSS for its associated symmetric digraph.

Checking if there is at least one of the
(|A(D)|

k

)
sets S of k arcs such that D \S is strong, yields a polynomial-

time algorithm to check whether a digraph D has a handle decomposition with at least k trivial handles (when
k is fixed). Recall that deciding whether a strongly connected digraph has a handle decomposition in which all
handles but one are trivial. Consider the h-subdivision Sh(D) of D, which is the digraph obtained from D by
replacing each arc by a directed path of length h. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the handle
decompositions of D and those of Sh(D), since every path of length h replacing an arc is entirely contained
in a handle. Hence D has a handle decomposition with all but one trivial handles if and only if Sh(D) has a
handle decomposition with all but one handles of length at most h. Therefore, for every positive integer h, it is
NP-complete to decide whether a strongly connected digraph has a handle decomposition in which all handles
but one have length at most h.

In contrast, in Section 2, we study the problem of deciding whether a strongly connected digraph as a handle
decomposition or an F -handle decomposition in which all handles have length at most h. If h = 1, the
problems are clearly polynomial-time solvable. Indeed the first handle of a handle decomposition is necessarily
non-trivial, so there is no handle decomposition with only trivial handles (unless if G has a single vertex). More
generally, given a digraph D and a subdigraph F , one can decide in polynomial time whether D admits an
F -handle decomposition with only trivial handles: it suffices to check whether V (D) = V (F ) or not. For
each fixed h ≥ 2, we describe polynomial-time algorithm to decide whether a digraph D has an F -handle
decomposition with handles of length at most h.

In Section 3, we consider the opposite problem to MSSS, which consists in finding a handle decomposition
with the minimum number of short handles. We first prove that deciding whether a digraph as a genuine handle
decomposition NP-complete. This implies that for any finite set of integers F , deciding whether a digraph as
a handle decomposition in which no handle has length in F is NP-complete. We also show that, under the
assumption P 6= NP , minimizing the number of trivial handles in a handle decomposition is not approximable
within a factor n(1− ε) (where n is the number of vertices) for all ε > 0.

We then study the existence of odd and even handle decompositions in a digraph. Observe a graph G admits
an odd ear decomposition if and only if its associated symmetric digraph admits an odd handle decomposition.
Since deciding whether a graph has an odd ear decomposition was shown polynomial-time solvable by Lovász
(1972), deciding whether a symmetric digraph admits an odd handle decomposition is also polynomial-time
solvable. In Subsection 4.1, we show that this does not extend to digraph: deciding whether a digraph admits
an odd handle decomposition isNP-complete. Then in Section 5.2, we deduce that deciding whether a digraph
admits an even handle decomposition is NP-complete. Observe that this problem is trivially polynomial-time
solvable when restricted to symmetric digraphs since a symmetric digraph has an even handle decomposition if
and only if it is the associated symmetric digraph of a forest (i.e. acyclic graph). Indeed, if the graph G contains
a cycle, any handle decomposition of its associated symmetric digraph has a trivial handle; if G is a forest, then
the directed 2-cycles corresponding to the edges of G form a handle decomposition.

We first present our result on digraphs because they are less technical than the ones on graphs but use the
same kind of ideas. To lighten the notation, we abbreviate both an edge {u, v} in a graph and an arc (u, v) in
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a digraph into uv. This is non ambiguous because we only deal with digraphs in Sections 2 to 4 and only with
graphs in Section 5. In addition the proof of Theorem 14 on digraphs, which is left to the reader, is exactly
identical to the one of Theorem 13 on graphs with this notation.

In the final section (Section 6), we give some directions for further research.

2 Handle decomposition with no long handles
Theorem 1. There is an algorithm that, given an n-node digraph D with m arcs, a subdigraph F and an
integer h greater than 1, decides, in time O(nm), whether D admits an F -handle decomposition with handles
of length at most h.

Proof: Let D/F be the digraph obtained from D by contracting F into a vertex vF . It is easy to see that D
admits an F -handle decomposition with handles of length at most h if and only if D/F admits a vF -handle
decomposition with handles of length at most h. Therefore it suffices to show a polynomial-time algorithm, that
given a digraph D and a vertex v, decides whether D admits a v-handle decomposition with handles of length
at most h.

Let D be a digraph and v a vertex of D. A v-handle h-sequence is a sequence (Hp)1≤p≤p̃ such that H1

is a {v}-handle of length at most h, and, for all 2 ≤ p ≤ p̃, Hp is a (H1 ∪ · · · ∪ Hp−1)-handle of length
at most h. The support of a v-handle h-sequence (Hp)1≤p≤p̃ is

⋃p̃
p=1 V (Hp). Clearly, D admits a v-handle

decomposition with handles of length at most h if and only if D admits a v-handle h-sequence with support
V (D).

We define the order relation � over the v-handle h-sequences as follows:
(Hp)1≤p≤p̃ � (H ′p)1≤p≤q̃ if p̃ ≤ q̃ and Hp = H ′p for all 1 ≤ p ≤ p̃.

Claim 1.1. Two maximal v-handle h-sequences for � have the same support.

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there are two maximal v-handle h-sequences (Hp)1≤p≤p̃ and (H ′p)1≤p≤q̃
with distinct supports. By symmetry, we may assume that there is a vertex x in the support of (H ′p)1≤p≤q̃ that
is not in the support of (Hp)1≤p≤p̃. Let H ′q be the handle in which x was included. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that all vertices of

⋃
1≤p<qH

′
p are in the support of (Hp)1≤p≤p̃. Hence the endvertices of H ′q

are in the support of (Hp)1≤p≤p̃. Let Hp̃+1 be a subdipath of H ′q with endvertices in the support of (Hp)1≤p≤p̃
and with internal vertices not in this set (for instance such a component containing x). Clearly (Hp)1≤p≤p̃+1 is
a v-handle h-sequence contradicting the maximality of (Hp)1≤p≤p̃. ♦

Claim 1.1 implies that, to decide whether a digraph D has a v-handle decomposition with handles of length
at most h, it suffices to compute a maximal v-handle h-sequence and check whether its support is V (D).
But a maximal v-handle h-sequence can be computed greedily: At each step p, we check whether there is a
(H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hp)-handle (or a {v}-handle if p = 1) of length at most h. This can be done in linear time using
a modified shortest-path algorithm. If yes, we add it to the v-handle h-sequence and proceed to step p + 1;
otherwise we stop.

Running the algorithm given by Theorem 1 for every vertex v yields a polynomial-time algorithm deciding
whether a given digraph admits a handle decomposition with handles of length at most h.

Corollary 2. One can decide in polynomial time whether a digraph admits a handle decomposition with handles
of length at most h ∈ N∗.

3 Handle decomposition with few short handles
Theorem 3. Given a (strongly connected) digraph D, deciding whether D admits a genuine handle decompo-
sition is NP-complete. Moreover, minimizing the number of trivial handles in a handle decomposition is not
approximable within |V (D)|(1− ε) for all ε > 0 (under the assumption P 6= NP).

Proof: The problem is clearly in NP . To prove it is NP-hard and not approximable, we present a reduction
from 3-SAT and MIN 3-SAT DELETION. 3-SAT takes a 3-CNF boolean formula and asks whether there
exists a truth assignment such that all clauses are satisfied. MIN 3-SAT DELETION takes a 3-CNF boolean
formula and asks for the minimum number of unsatisfied clauses by a truth assignment. 3-SAT is well known
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to be NP-complete (see Garey et al. (1976)) and MIN 3-SAT DELETION is not approximable within a factor
n(1− ε) (where n is the number of variables) for all ε > 0 if P 6= NP as shown by Klauck (1996).

Let Φ be a 3-CNF boolean formula with variables v1, . . . , vn and clauses C1, . . . , Cm (w.l.o.g., assume that
no Cj contains both vi and v̄i).

Let us first construct a digraph D′(Φ) that has an s1-handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles if
and only if Φ admits a truth assignment satisfying at least m− k clauses.

Variable gadget Vi. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Vi be the union of two internally disjoint directed paths Pi =
(si, x

0
i , x

1
i , . . . , x

m
i , ei) and Ni = (si, x̄

0
i , x̄

1
i , . . . , x̄

m
i , ei). Connect the variable gadgets as follows: for every

1 ≤ i < n, identify ei with si+1. Let V denote the resulting graph.

Clause gadget Kj . For every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let Kj be the union three internally disjoint directed paths K1
j =

(dj , `
1
j , q

1
j , fj), K2

j = (dj , `
2
j , q

2
j , fj) and K3

j = (dj , `
3
j , q

3
j , fj). Connect the clause gadgets as follows: for

every 1 ≤ j < m, identify fi with di+1. Let K denote the resulting graph.

Connection between clause and variable gadgets. For every clause Cj = `j1 ∨ `
j
2 ∨ `

j
3 and a ∈ {0, 1, 2}, add

the arc tij = (`aj , x̄
j
i ) if `ja = vi and the arc tij = (`aj , x

j
i ) if `ja = v̄i. Note that the litteral `ja corresponds to the

vertex `aj .
Finally, let D′(Φ) be the digragh obtained by adding the arcs (en, d1) and (fm, s1). See Figure 1. Clearly,

D′(Φ) is strongly connected.

s1 s2

e1

si si+1

ei ei+1

si′

ei′−1

si′+1

ei′

en

x01 xj1 xj+1
1 xj

′

1 x0i xji xj+1
i xj

′

i x0i+1 xji+1 xj+1
i+1 xj

′

i+1 x0i′ xji′ xj+1
i′ xj

′

i′

x̄01 x̄j1 x̄j+1
1 x̄j

′

1 x̄0i x̄ji x̄j+1
i x̄j

′

i x̄0i+1 x̄ji+1 x̄j+1
i+1 x̄j

′

i+1 x̄0i′ x̄ji′ x̄j+1
i′ x̄j

′

i′

d1

djfj

dj+1

fj+1dj′fj′

fm

`1j

`3j

`1j+1

`3j+1

`1j′

`3j′

q1j

q3j

q1j+1

q3j+1

q1j′

q3j′

`2j`2j+1`2j′

t1,j+1
ti+1,j+1

t1j′
tij′

ti+1,j

ti′j

Figure 1: Example of a digraph D′(Φ) and Φ = ∧1≤j≤mCj with (as indicated by the blue arcs) Cj = v̄i+1 ∨ v̄i ∨ v̄i′ ;
Cj+1 = vi+1 ∨ v̄i′ ∨ v̄1 and Cj′ = vi ∨ v̄i+1 ∨ v1 (with 1 < i ≤ i + 1 < i′ ≤ n and 1 ≤ j < j + 1 < j′ ≤ m). The
bold red directed cycle containing s1 is an example of a first s1-handle H1 = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ym ∪ (fm, s1) that corresponds
to a truth assignment φ where φ(v1) = false, φ(vi) = false, φ(vi+1) = true and φ(vi′) = false (X1 = N1, Xi = Ni,
Xi+1 = Pi+1 and Xi′ = Ni′ ). The clause Cj′ being not satisfied by φ, there must be at least one trivial handle forced
by Cj′ whenever Yj′ = K1

j′ (in which case tij′ is trivial) or Yj′ = K2
j′ (in which case ti+1,j′ is trivial) or Yj′ = K3

j′ (in
which case t1j′ is trivial, as in the example).

Let us first now prove that D′(Φ) has an s1-handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles if and only
if Φ admits a truth assignment satisfying at least m− k clauses.

Note that en is the only vertex of V which has out-neighbours outside of V . Therefore, the first handle H1

(which is directed cycle containing s1) of any s1-handle decomposition of D′(Φ) must be of the form

H1 = X1 ∪X2 ∪ · · · ∪Xn ∪ (en, d1) ∪ Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ym ∪ (fm, s1)

where Xi ∈ {Pi, Ni} for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and Yj ∈ {K1
j ,K

2
j ,K

3
j } for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m. In particular, there is

a bijection between the “first half” X1 ∪ · · · ∪Xn of the possible first handles H1 and the truth assignments φ
(for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, if Xi = Pi, then φ(vi) = true and φ(vi) = false otherwise).

Claim 3.1. If every assignment of Φ satisfies at most m − k clauses, then every s1-handle decomposition of
D′(Φ) has at least k trivial handles.
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Proof. Consider an s1-handle decomposition with first handle H1 = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ym ∪ (fm, s1) and the
corresponding truth assignment φ (by above paragraph, all assignments are then considered). We show that
each clause not satisfied by φ forces at least one trivial handle in the decomposition. Let Cj = `j1 ∨ `

j
2 ∨ `

j
3

be such a clause (1 ≤ j ≤ m) and let a ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that Yj = Ka
j (note that H1 contains the vertex `aj ).

Finally, let 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that `ja ∈ {vi, v̄i}. If `ja = vi (resp., `ja = v̄i), since Cj is not satisfied, then
φ(vi) = false (resp., φ(vi) = true) and so Xi = Ni and H1 contains x̄ji (resp., Xi = Pi and H1 contains xji ).
In both cases, the arc tij (recall that tij = (`aj , x̄

j
i ) if `ja = vi and tij = (`aj , x

j
i ) if `ja = v̄i) has to be a trivial

handle of the decomposition. ♦

Claim 3.2. If there exists a truth assignment of Φ satisfying at leastm−k clauses, then there exists an s1-handle
decomposition of D′(Φ) with at most k trivial handles.

Proof. Let φ be a truth assignment satisfying m− k clauses and let H1 = X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ym ∪ (fm, s1) be defined
by:

• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Xi = Pi if φ(vi) = true and Xi = Ni otherwise, and

• for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, if Cj = `j1∨ `
j
2∨ `

j
3 is only satisfied by `ja (a ∈ {1, 2, 3}) then Yj = Ka

j , otherwise,
Yj is chosen arbitrarily in {K1

j ,K
2
j ,K

3
j }.

As for the Claim 3.1, for every clause Cj = `j1 ∨ `
j
2 ∨ `

j
3 that is not satisfied by φ, there must be at least one

trivial handle. Precisely, for every a ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that Yj = Ka
j and 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that `ja ∈ {vi, v̄i}.

Then the arc tij has both its ends in H1 and so must be a trivial handle. Let us now describe how to complete
the initial handle H1 and the at most k trivial handles described above by non-trivial-handles in order to obtain
an s1-handle decomposition, which thus will have at most k trivial handles.

For i = 1 to i = n, let us build the following handles. If φ(vi) = false (resp., φ(vi) = true), then H1

contains Ni (resp., Pi). Let 1 ≤ ji1 < · · · < jiαi ≤ m be such that Ii = {ji1, . . . , jiαi} is the set of integers w
such that vi (resp., v̄i) is a litteral of Cw. Then, iteratively for w = αi down to 1, add to the decomposition the

handle H = (Xw, x
jiw
i , x

jiw+1
i , . . . , x

jiw+1

i ) where x
jiαi+1

i = ei (resp., H = (Xw, x̄
jiw
i , x̄

jiw+1
i , . . . , x̄

jiw+1

i ) where

x̄
jiαi+1

i = ei) and Xw = `aw if `aw has already been included by a handle and Xw = (dw, `
a
w) otherwise. In both

cases, H has length at least 2 and so, H is not trivial. Finally (after w = 1), add the handle (si, x
0
i , . . . , x

ji1
i )

(resp., add the handle (si, x̄
0
i , . . . , x̄

ji1
i )) which is of length at least 2 thanks to the vertex x0i (resp., x̄0i ).

Then, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m such that `aj (a ∈ {1, 2, 3}) has not been included yet in the decomposition, let x
be the (unique) out-neighbour of `aj in V (note that x has already been included in the decomposition either in
H1 or by some handle of the previous phase). Add the handle (dj , `

a
j , x).

Finally, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let us add the handle (`aj , q
a
j , fj) (of length 2) for a ∈ {1, 2, 3} \ {a′} such that

Yj = Ka′

j is a subgraph of H1 (i.e., if qaj is not yet included in the decomposition).
It can be checked that the sequence of previously defined handles is actually an s1-handle decomposition of

D′(Φ) with at most k trivial handles. ♦

Claims 3.1 and 3.2 imply that D′(Φ) has an s1-handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles if and
only if Φ admits a truth assignment satisfying at least m− k clauses.

Let us now construct a digraphD(Φ) that admits a handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles if and
only if D′(Φ) admits an s1-handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles.

Let T be the digraph obtained as follows. Start with a directed triangle (a, b, c), subdivide the arc (b, c) into
a directed path (b, h1, . . . , hk+1, c) and, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1, add the arc αi = (a, hi). The digraph D(Φ)
is obtained from T and D′(Φ) by identifying b (in T ) and s1 (in D′(Φ)). Clearly, D(Φ) is strongly connected.

Claim 3.3. D(Φ) admits a handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles if and only if D′(Φ) admits an
s1-handle decomposition with at most k trivial handles.

Proof. Let us consider any handle decomposition D of D(Φ) with at most k trivial handles. For purpose of
contradiction, let us first assume that the first handle is a directed cycle in the subdigraph D′(Φ). In such a
decomposition, the only way to include vertices a and b is with the handle (b = s1, h1, . . . , hk+1, c, a, b) which
creates the k + 1 trivial handles (a, hi) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k + 1.
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Hence,D has to start with a directed cycle in T (since b = s1 is a cut vertex). It is easy to check that any such
decomposition with the minimum number of trivial handles starts with the handles (c, a, hk+1), (a, hk, hk+1), . . . , (a, h1, h2), (a, b, h1),
and continues with an s1-handle decomposition of D′(Φ). ♦

Claim 3.3 concludes the proof.

Corollary 4. LetF be a finite set of positive integers. Given a (strongly connected) digraphD, deciding whether
D admits a handle decomposition with no handles of length in F is NP-complete. Moreover, minimizing the
number of handles of length in F in a handle decomposition is not approximable within |V (D)|(1 − ε) for all
ε > 0 (under the assumption P 6= NP).

Proof: Reduction from the case F = {1}, which is NP-complete by Theorem 3.
Let h = maxF . Let D be a digraph. Consider Sh(D) the h-subdivision of D. There is a one-to-one

correspondence between the handle decompositions of D and those of Sh(D), since every path of length h
replacing an arc is entirely contained in a handle. Moreover, the length of handle in Sh(D) is h times the length
of the corresponding handle in D. Hence D has a handle decomposition with no trivial handles if and only if
Sh(D) has a handle decomposition with no handles of length at most h (or equivalently no length in F).

4 Odd and even handle decompositions
4.1 Odd handle decompositions
Theorem 5. Deciding whether a given (strongly connected) digraph admits an odd handle decomposition is
NP-complete.

Proof: The problem is clearly in NP . To prove it is NP-hard, we present a reduction from 1-IN-3-SAT.
The problem 1-IN-3-SAT takes a boolean formula Φ in 3-CNF as input and asks whether there exists a truth
assignment such that every clause contains exactly one true literal. Such an assignment is a called a 1-IN-3-
SAT-assignment. The problem 1-IN-3-SAT is well known to be NP-hard.

Let Φ be a 3-CNF boolean formula with variables v1, . . . , vn and clauses C1, . . . , Cm. We define a digraph
D(Φ) from the formula Φ such that D(Φ) has an odd handle decomposition if and only if Φ admits a 1-IN-3-
SAT-assignment.

Variable gadget: the digraph Bq .

The digraph B1 has four vertices s0, x1, x̄1, s1 and the arcs s0x1, s0, x̄1, x1, s1, x̄1s1.
For every integer q > 1, the digraph Bq is defined as follows :

V (Bq) =

q⋃
k=0

{sk} ∪
q⋃

k=1

{xk, x̄k} ∪
q⋃

k=2

{ak, āk} ∪
q−1⋃
k=1

{bk, b̄k} ∪
q⋃

k=2

{dk, d̄k}

A(Bq) =

q−1⋃
k=2

{sk−1ak, akxk, xkbk, bksk, sk−1āk, ākx̄k, x̄k b̄k, b̄ksk}

∪
q⋃

k=2

{akdk, dk b̄k−1, ākd̄k, d̄kbk−1}

∪{s0x1, x1b1, b1s1, s0x̄1, x̄1b̄1, b̄1s̄1, sq−1aq, aqxq, xqsq, sq−1āq, āqx̄q, x̄q s̄q}

See Figure 2.
Let P (resp. N ) be the (unique) directed path of Bp going from s0 to sp through all vertices x1, . . . , xq

(resp. x̄1, . . . , x̄q). Note that P and N have even length. The vertices in {x1, . . . , xq, x̄1, . . . , x̄q} are called the
variable-vertices.
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s0

x1

x̄1

b1

b̄1

s1

a2

ā2

x2

x̄2

b2

b̄2

s2

a3

ā3

x3

x̄3

b3

b̄3

s3

a4

ā4

x4

x̄4

s4

d2

d̄2 d3

d̄3 d4

d̄4

Figure 2: The digraph B4.

Claim 5.1. Let q be a positive integer. Let D be a digraph containing Bq as an induced subdigraph and such
that s0 is the unique vertex of Bq having an in-neighbour in V (D) \ V (Bq), and only the variable vertices and
sq have out-neighbours in V (D) \ V (Bq).

If D admits an odd handle decomposition H whose first handle Hp intersecting V (Bq) contains s0 and sq ,
then Hp contains either P or N as subdipath. Moreover, if q > 1, the following hold:

• if Hp contains P , then H contains the handles (sk, āk+1, d̄k+1, bk) and (ak+1, dk+1, b̄k, sk) for every
1 ≤ k < q;

• otherwise, if Hp contains N , then H contains the handles (sk, ak+1, dk+1, b̄k) and (āk+1, d̄k+1, bk, sk)
for every 1 ≤ k < q.

Proof. If q = 1, the result is obvious, so let us assume that q > 1. For sake of contradiction, let us assume that
the first handle Hp intersecting V (Bq) contains neither P nor N . Then Hp contains (xk, bk, sk, āk+1, x̄k+1)
(or symmetrically (x̄k, b̄k, sk, ak+1, xk)) for some 1 ≤ k < q. Then, the only way to include the vertex d̄k+1

(or symmetrically dk+1) is via the handle (āk+1, d̄k+1, bk) (or symmetrically (ak+1, dk+1, b̄k)) contradicting
the fact thatH is odd.

By symmetry, let us assume that Hp contains P . Then, for every 1 ≤ k < q, when d̄k+1 (resp. dk+1) is
included for the first time in H, it must be by a handle containing (āk+1, d̄k+1, bk) (resp. (ak+1, dk+1, b̄k)).
SinceH is odd, this handle can only be (sk, āk+1, d̄k+1, bk) (resp. (ak+1, dk+1, b̄k, sk)). ♦

The variable beads B(Φ). For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let qi be the number of clauses in which the variable vi
occurs (negatively or positively).

For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Biqi be a copy of Bqi (in what follows, the superscript i will be used to identify
the corresponding variable. In particular, all vertices of Biqi are denoted as in Bqi with the addition of the
superscript i. Similarly, the paths P i and N i of Biqi correspond to the paths P and N of Bqi ).

Let us build the digraph B(Φ) as follows. We take the vertex-disjoint digraphs Biqi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then,
for every 1 ≤ i < n, we identify the vertex siqi with si+1

0 . Note that, any path from s10 to snqn has even length.
Finally, we add four new vertices c, y, z, w and the arcs (snqn , y), (y, w), (w, z), (z, y), (w, c), and (c, s10).

Claim 5.2. Let D be any digraph containing B(Φ) as an induced subdigraph and such that the only vertex
of B(Φ) having in-neighbours in V (D \ B(Φ)) is c, and the only vertices of B(Φ) having out-neighbours in
V (D \B(Φ)) are the variable-vertices of B(Φ).

If D admits an odd handle decompositionH, then:

(i) its first handle H1 is (w, z, y, w), and

(ii) its second handle H2 is from w to y, starts by (w, c, s10) and follows by a directed path from s10 to snqn and
y. Moreover, the restriction of H2 to Di

qi is either P i or N i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Proof. Consider the handle including z. It must contain the dipath (w, z, y). Since this handle is odd it must be
the cycle (w, z, y, w). This proves (i).
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Now since the first handle is the cycle (w, z, y, w), the second handle H2 has initial vertex w and terminal
vertex y. Now by the hypothesis, c is the unique out-neighbour of w and s10 is the unique out-neighbour of
c. Hence H2 starts with (w, c, s10). The remaining is a directed path from s10 to snqn , which necessarily goes
through each Biqi . Now Claim 5.1 applied to each Biqi yields (ii). ♦

The key point in the previous claim is that, if the digraph D(Φ) (which will satisfy the hypotheses of
Claim 5.2) admits an odd handle decomposition, then its second handle H2 will define a truth assignment.
Variable vi will be assigned to true if P i is a subpath of H2 and to false otherwise, i.e., if N i is a subdipath of
H2.

Clauses gadgets. Let J be the digraph with vertex set {u1, . . . , u5, t, c} and arc set all arcs from {u1, u2, u3}
to {u4, u5}, (u4, u5), (u5, u4), (u4, t), (u5, t) and (t, c).

u1

u2

u3

u4

u5

t c

Figure 3: The digraph J .

The digraph D(Φ) is obtained from B(Φ) as follows.
For every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, we add two vertex disjoint copies Jj and (J̄j) of J (the super-script and the upper

bar will be used to identity the copies and will be added to the vertices as well) and identify the vertices cj and
c̄j with the vertex c of B(Φ). Let Cj = `i1 ∨ `i2 ∨ `i3 where, for every α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, `iα ∈ {viα , v̄iα} is the
literal corresponding to variable viα in clause Cj . Moreover, for every α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let kj,α be the integer such
that Cj is the kj,αth clause in which variable viα appears positively or negatively. For α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we do the
following.

• If viα appears positively in Cj , then add an arc from vertex xiαkj,α of B(Φ) to vertex ujα in Jj , and identify

vertex x̄iαkj,α of B(Φ) and vertex ūjα in J̄j .

• If viα appears negatively in Cj , then add an arc from vertex s̄iαkj,α ofB(Φ) to vertex ujα in Jj , and identify

vertex xiαkj,α of B(Φ) and the vertex ūjα in J̄j .

Let us now prove that D(Φ) has an odd handle decomposition if and only if Φ admits a 1-IN-3-SAT-
assignment.

Assume first that there is an odd handle decompositionH = (Hp)1≤p≤p∗ of D(Φ).
The digraph D(Φ) contains B(Φ) as an induced subdigraph and it satisfies the hypotheses of Claim 5.2.

Therefore H1 is the cycle (w, z, y, w) and H2 is a directed path from w to y starting with (w, c, s10) and contin-
uing in a directed path whose intersection with each Di

qi is either P i or N i. Let ϕ be the truth assignment that
assigns true to vi if P i is a subdipath of H2 and false otherwise (that is when N i is a subdipath of H2).

By Claim 5.1, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,H must contain the following handles :

• either (sik, ā
i
k+1, d̄

i
k+1, b

i
k) and (aik+1, d

i
k+1, b̄

i
k, s

i
k) for all 1 ≤ k < qi if H2 contains P i,

• or (sik, a
i
k+1, d

i
k+1, b̄

i
k) and (āik+1, d̄

i
k+1, b

i
k, s

i
k) for all 1 ≤ k < qi if H2 contains N i.
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that those handles are the Hp for 3 ≤ p ≤ 3m + 2. Set Dj =⋃j
p=0Hp.
Observe now that if P i is a subdipath of H2, then the handle containing the arc (x̄ik, b̄

i
k) (with b̄iqi = sqi )

is necessarily the trivial handle restricted to this arc. Indeed in D \ A(D3m+2), vertex b̄ik has a unique in-
neighnour x̄ik which in turn has a unique in-neighbour āik (or sik−1 if k = 1) which is a source. Similarly, if N i

is a subdipath ofH2, then the handle containing the arc (xik, b
i
k) (with biqi = sqi ) is necessarily the trivial handle

restricted to this arc. Let T be the set of those 3m trivial handles. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that the handles of T are the last ones inH. Hence, setting p̃ = p∗ − 3m, we have Dp̃ = D \

(⋃
H∈T H

)
.

Observe now that the digraph
⋃p̃
p=3m+3Hp) is the union of the 2m subdigraphs Yj and Ȳj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m

obtained from Jj and J̄j as follows.
For every α ∈ {1, 2, 3}:

• if `iα = viα (resp. `iα = v̄iα ) and H2 contains P i (resp. N i), then the directed path (xiαkj,α , u
j
α)

(resp. (x̄iαkj,α , u
j
α) is added to Jj and the directed (āiαkj,α , u

j
α) (resp. (aiαkj,α , u

j
α)) is added to J̄j (with

āiα1 = aiα1 = siα1 ). Recall that in that case x̄iαkj,α = ujα (resp. xiαkj,α = ujα).

• if `iα = viα (resp. `iα = v̄iα ) and H2 contains N i (resp. P i), then the directed path (aiαkj,α , x
iα
kj,α

, ujα)

(resp. (āiαkj,α , x̄
iα
kj,α

, ujα)) is added to Jj (with āiα1 = aiα1 = siα1 ), and no path is added to J̄j .

For every three positive integers r1, r2, r3, let J(r1, r2, r3) be the digraph obtained from J by adding three
vertex-disjoint directed paths Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, with initial vertex wi, terminal vertex ui and length ri. Observe
that, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the digraph Yj is isomorphic to J(r1, r2, r3) for some r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1, 2} and that Ȳj
is isomorphic to J(2− r1, 2− r2, 2− r3).

The fact that exactly one literal of each clause Cj is true follows from the following claim applied to either
Yj or Ȳj .

Claim 5.3. Let r1, r2, r3 be three integers. J(r1, r2, r3) admits an odd {w1, w2, w3, c}-handle decomposition
if and only if exactly one of r1, r2, r3 is odd.

Proof. Clearly, J(r1, r2, r3) admits an odd {w1, w2, w3, c}-handle decomposition if and only if J(r1 +
2, r2, r3), J(r1, r2 + 2, r3), and J(r1, r2, r3 + 2) do. Therefore it suffices to prove the result for r1, r2, r3 ∈
{0, 1}. Moreover, by symmetry, it suffices to prove that J(0, 0, 0), J(1, 1, 0) and J(1, 1, 1) have no odd
{w1, w2, w3, c}-handle decomposition, and that J(1, 0, 0) has one. Recall that wi = ui for ri = 0.

Observe that every odd handle adds an even number of new (i.e. internal) vertices. Hence if J(r1, r2, r3)
admits an odd {w1, w2, w3, c}-handle decomposition, then J(r1, r2, r3) has even order so r1 + r2 + r3 is odd.
In particular, J(0, 0, 0) and J(1, 1, 0) have no odd {w1, w2, w3, c}-handle decomposition.

Assume for a contradiction that J(1, 1, 1) admits an odd {w1, w2, w3, c}-handle decomposition. By symme-
try, we may assume that first handle H1 is (w1, u1, u4, u5, t, c). Then the handle including u2 has length 2, a
contradiction.

Consider now J(1, 0, 0). The decomposition with first handle H1 = (w1, u1, u4, u5, t, c) followed by trivial
handles corresponding to the remaining arcs (those of A(J(1, 0, 0)) \ A(H1) is an odd {w1, w2, w3, c}-handle
decomposition of J(1, 0, 0). ♦

Reciprocally, assume that Φ admits a 1-IN-3-SAT-assignment. One can construct an odd handle decompo-
sition of D(Φ) as follows. The first handle H1 is (w, z, y, w). The second handle H2 is the union of (w, c, s10),
the P i for each variable vi assigned to true and the N i for each variable vi assigned to false. Then, for
each variable vi assigned to true, we take the handles (sik, ā

i
k+1, d̄

i
k+1, b

i
k) and (aik+1, d

i
k+1, b̄

i
k, s

i
k), and, for

each variable vi assigned to false, we take the handles (sik, a
i
k+1, d

i
k+1, b̄

i
k) and (āik+1, d̄

i
k+1, b

i
k, s

i
k). Thanks

to Claim 5.3, we then can extend this decomposition by taking odd handles decomposition of the Yj and Ȳj
because there are all isomorphic to some J(r1, r2, r3) with exactly one odd ri because the truth assignment was
a 1-IN-3-SAT-assignment. The odd handle decomposition finishes with trivial handles of the set T described
above.

Observe that in the proof of Theorem 5, every handle decomposition of D(Φ) has the cycle (w, z, y, z) as
first handle. Therefore we have the following.
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Theorem 6. Given a digraphD and a vertex z ∈ V (D), deciding whetherD digraph admits an odd {z}-handle
decomposition is NP-complete.

4.2 Even handle decompositions
Let D be a digraph and let z be a vertex of D. The digraph F (D, z) is the digraph defined by

V (F (D, z)) = {z} ∪
⋃

v∈V (D)\{z}

{v−, v+} ∪
⋃

a∈A(D)

{xa},

A(F (D, z)) =
⋃

v∈V (D)\{z}

{v−v+} ∪
⋃

a=uv∈A(D)

{u+xa, xav−}, with z+ = z− = z.

Lemma 7. D admits an odd {z}-handle decomposition if and only if F (D, z) admits an even {z}-handle
decomposition.

Proof: Assume first that D admits an odd {z}-handle decomposition (Hp)1≤p≤p∗ . For each handle Hp, let H ′p
be the handle obtained from Hp by replacing each arc uv by the directed path (u+, xa, v

−) and each internal
vertex v by the dipath (v−, v+). Observe that this is well-defined as z is never an internal vertex. Clearly,
(H ′p)1≤p≤p∗ is a {z}-handle decomposition of F (D, z). Moreover, the length of H ′p is twice the length of
Hp plus the number of internal vertices of Hp. Since every Hp is odd, the length of each H ′p is even. Thus
(H ′p)1≤p≤p∗ is an even {z}-handle decomposition of F (D, z).

Assume now that F (D, z) admits an even {z}-handle decomposition (H ′p)1≤p≤p∗ . Observe that for each v ∈
V (D) \ {z}, the vertices v− and v+ are included by the same handle since v− is the unique in-neighbour of v+

and v+ is the unique out-neighbour of v−. Hence every handleH ′p is of the form (v+0 , xv0v1 , v
−
1 , v

+
1 , . . . , v

−
l−1, v

+
l−1, xvl−1vl , v

−
l )

with possibly v0 = z or vl = z. Let Hp be the handle (v0, v1, . . . , vl−1, vl). Clearly, Hp is odd since H ′p is
even. Thus (Hp)1≤p≤p∗ is an odd {z}-handle decomposition of F (D, z).

Lemma 7 and Theorem 6 directly imply the following.

Theorem 8. Given a digraph D and a vertex z ∈ V (D), deciding whether D digraph admits an even {z}-
handle decomposition is NP-complete.

Theorem 9. Deciding whether a given digraph admits an even handle decomposition is NP-complete.

Proof: We give a reduction from 1-IN-3-SAT. Given a 3-CNF formula Φ, we construct the digraph D(Φ)
as in the proof of Theorem 5, and then consider F (D(Φ), z). One can easily check that every even handle
decomposition of F (D(Φ), z) is a {z}-handle decomposition. Moreover, by Lemma 7, there is an even {z}-
handle decomposition of F (D(Φ), z) if and only if there is an odd {z}-handle decomposition of D(Φ). But
the proof of Theorem 5 shows that such a handle decomposition exists if and only if Φ admits a 1-IN-3-SAT-
assignment.

5 Ear decomposition in graphs
5.1 Genuine Ear Decomposition
An ear decomposition is genuine if it has no trivial ears.

Proposition 10. Let G be a graph with a genuine ear decompositionH.

(i) Let F be a subset of ears of H. If a vertex v has two neighbours u and w which are internal vertices of
ears not containing v, then (u, v, w) is an ear ofH.

(i) A vertex has at most two neighbours in every ear H ofH.

(iii) For any two ears H,H ′ ofH, every vertex not in H ∪H ′ has at most two neighbours in H ∪H ′.

Proof: (i) Let H ′ be the ear including v. If it does not contain the edges uv and vw, then it leaves them as
trivial ears. Therefore H ′ must contain both uv and vw. Since u and w are not included by H ′, necessarily
H ′ = (u, v, w).
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(ii) Assume a vertex v has three neighbours in some ear H of H. The first ear containing v (which might be
H) uses two edges incident to v, leaving the third edge to be a trivial ear, a contradiction toH being genuine.

(iii) Assume a vertex v has three neighbours inH∪H ′. The first ear containing v uses two edges incident to v,
leaving the third edge (which is neither in H nor H ′) to be a trivial ear, a contradiction toH being genuine.

Theorem 11. Given a (2-edge-connected) graph G, deciding whether G admits a genuine ear decomposition
is NP-complete.

Proof: The problem is clearly in NP . To prove it is NP-hard, we present a reduction from 3-SAT. The
problem 3-SAT takes a boolean formula Φ in 3-CNF and an integer k ≥ 0 as input and asks whether there
exists a truth assignment satisfying Φ. The problem 3-SAT is well known to be NP-complete Garey et al.
(1976).

Let Φ be a 3-CNF boolean formula with variables v1, . . . , vn and clauses C1, . . . , Cm (w.l.o.g., assume that
no Cj contains both vi and v̄i). Let us construct a graph G(Φ) that has a genuine ear decomposition if and only
if Φ is satisfiable.

Let us first define the main gadget J built as follows. The graph J is obtained from two disjoint paths
(s1, a1, b1, c1, d1, t1) and (s2, a2, b2, c2, d2, e2, t2) by adding the edges a1d2, b1e2, b1d2, b1c2, c1b2, d1d2 and
a2e2. See Figure 4. The vertices of V (J) \ {s1, t1, s2, t2} are called the internal vertices of J.

s1

s2

a1

a2

b1

b2

c1

c2

d1

d2 e2

t1

t2

Figure 4: The gadget J.

Claim 11.1. Let G be any graph having J as an induced subgraph such that there is no edge between J \
{s1, s2, t1, t2} and G \ J. Assume that G admits a genuine ear decomposition H = (Hp)1≤p≤p∗ such that H1

contains some vertex not in J. Let H be the first ear ofH including an internal vertex of J.

(i) If s1a1 ∈ E(H), then H contains (s1, a1, d2, d1, t1) = E1.

(ii) If s2a2 ∈ E(H), then H contains (s2, a2, e2, t2) = E2.

(iii) H does not contain both s1a1 and s2a2.

Proof. Observe that since there is no edge between J \ {s1, s2, t1, t2} and G \ J and H1 contains no internal
vertex of J, the ear H must contain at least two edges among s1a1, s2a2, d1t1 and e2t2.

A vertex is bad if it has three neighbours in H . By Proposition 10 (i), there is no bad vertex.
(i) Assume s1a1 ∈ E(H).
H cannot contain {a1, b1, d1} for otherwise d2 is bad. H cannot contain {a1, b1, c2} for otherwise d2 is bad.

H cannot contain {a1, b1, d2} for otherwise (a1, b1) or (b1, d2) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain {a1, b1, e2}
for otherwise d2 is bad.
H cannot contain (b1, c1, b2, c2) for otherwise (b1, c2) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (a1, b1, c1, b2, a2, e2)

for otherwise d2 is bad. Assume for a contradiction thatH contains (a1, b1, c1, b2, a2, s2). By Proposition 10 (i),
H contains the ear H ′ = (b2, c2, b1). Now d2 has three neighbours in H ∪ H ′, which contradicts Proposi-
tion 10 (iii). Henceforth H does not contain (a1, b1, c1), and so it does not contain (a1, b1).

Consequently H contains (s1, a1, d2). It cannot contain (a1, d2, b1) for otherwise (a1, b1) is a trivial ear. It
cannot contain (a1, d2, c2) or (a1, d2, e2) for otherwise b1 is bad. Thus H contains (s1, a1, d2, d1). Now H
cannot contain (s1, a1, d2, d1, c1) for otherwise b1 is bad. Hence H ∩ J contains (s1, a1, d2, d1, t1) = E1.

(ii) Assume s2a2 ∈ E(H).
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H cannot contain {c2, d2, b1}, for otherwise c2d2, c2b1 or b1d2 is a trivial ear. H cannot contain {c2, d2, e2},
for otherwise b1 is bad. H cannot contain {b2, c2, d2, d1}, for otherwise by Proposition 10-(i), (c2, b1, d2) is an
ear, and so c1 contradicts Proposition 10-(iii). Henceforth H does not contain (b2, c2, d2).
H cannot contain (b2, c2, b1, c1), for otherwise (b2, c1) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (b2, c2, b1, a1), for

otherwise d2 is bad. Henceforth H does not contain (b2, c2).
H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, d1, d2, e2), for otherwise (a2, e2) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, d1, d2, b1),

for otherwise (b1, c1) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, d1, d2, c2), for otherwise (b2, c2) is a triv-
ial ear. H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, d1, d2, a1), for otherwise b1 is bad. Henceforth H does not contain
(a2, b2, c1, d1, d2).

Assume for a contradiction that H contains (a2, b2, c1, d1, t1). The ear containing b2c2 cannot contain d2 for
otherwise it must be (b2, c2, d2, d1) to avoid (d2, d1) to be a trivial ear, and b1 contradicts Proposition 10-(iii).
But then this ear must be (b2, c2, b1, c1) and d2 contradicts Proposition 10-(iii). Henceforth H does not contain
(a2, b2, c1, d1).
H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, b1, e2), for otherwise (a2, e2) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, b1, d2),

for otherwise c2 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, b2, c1, b1, c2), for otherwise (b2, c2) is a trivial ear. H cannot
contain (a2, b2, c1, b1, a1), for otherwise by Proposition 10-(i), (a1, d2, b1) is an ear, and so c2 contradicts
Proposition 10-(iii). Henceforth H does not contain (a2, b2, c1, b1), and so it does not contain (a2, b2, c1).

Consequently, H must contain a2e2.
H cannot contain (a2, e2, d2, c2), for otherwise b2 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, e2, d2, a1), for otherwise

b1 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, e2, d2, b1, a1), for otherwise (d2, a1) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain
(a2, e2, d2, b1, c2), for otherwise (d2, c2) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (a2, e2, d2, b1, c1, d1), for other-
wise (d2, d1) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain (a2, e2, d2, b1, c1, b2), for otherwise c2 is bad. H cannot
contain (a2, e2, d2, d1, c1), for otherwise b1 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, e2, d2, d1, t1), for otherwise, by
Proposition 10-(i), (d2, b1, e2), (b1, c1, d1), (a2, b2, c1), and (b2, c2, d2) are ears, and so (b1, c2) is a trivial ear.
Henceforth H does. not contain (a2, e2, d2).
H cannot contain (a2, e2, b1, a1), for otherwise d2 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, e2, b1, c2), for other-

wise d2 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, e2, b1, d2), for otherwise (d2, e2) is a trivial ear. H cannot contain
(a2, e2, b1, c1, d1), otherwise d2 is bad. H cannot contain (a2, e2, b1, c1, b2), for otherwise (a2, b2) is a trivial
ear. Henceforth H does. not contain (a2, e2, d2).

Consequently, H contains (s2, a2, e2, t2) = E2.

(iii) Assume for a contradiction that H contains both s1a1 and s2a2. By (i) and (ii) it must contain E1 and
E2. Thus (d2, e2) must be a trivial ear, a contradiction. ♦

J is a very important gadget in our reduction and will be used in many places. By replacing two edges x1y1
and x2y2 by a copy of J, we mean removing the edges x1y1 and x2y2 and add a copy of J with s1, t1, s2, t2
identified with x1, y1, x2, y2, respectively, all other vertices of the copy of J being new vertices.

We are now ready to construct the graph G(Φ).

Variable gadgets. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Vi be the union of two internally disjoint pathsPi = (zi, x
0
i , x

1
i , . . . , x

m
i , z

′
i, zi+1)

and P i = (zi, x̄
0
i , x̄

1
i , . . . , x̄

m
i , z̄

′
i, zi+1). Hence, for every 1 < i ≤ n, the vertex zi belongs both to the gadget

corresponding to variable vi−1 and to the gadget corresponding to variable vi. Finally, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let
us replace the edges xmi z

′
i and x̄mi z̄

′
i by a copy Ji of J. The vertices of Ji are identified by the superscript i: for

instance, the vertex d2 of the copy Ji of J will be denoted by di2.

Clause gadgets. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, letKj be the union three internally disjoint pathsKa
j = (fj , `

a
j , q

a
j , g

a
j , h

a
j , fj+1),

0 ≤ a ≤ 2. Hence, for every 1 < j ≤ m, the vertex fj belongs both to the gadget corresponding to clause
Cj−1 and to the gadget corresponding to clause Cj . Finally, for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and for every 0 ≤ a ≤ 2, we
replace the edges qaj g

a
j and ga+1

j , ha+1
j by a copy Jj/a of J (superscript are modulo 3). The vertices of Jj/a are

identified by the superscript j/a: for instance, the vertex d2 of the copy Jj/a of J will be denoted by dj/a2 ).

Connection between clause and variable gadgets. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let us consider the clause Cj =

`j0 ∨ `
j
1 ∨ `

j
2. For every a ∈ {0, 1, 2}, let 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that `ja ∈ {vi, v̄i}.

If `ja = vi (resp., if `ja = v̄i), then we replace the edges x̄j−1i x̄ji (resp., xj−1i xji ) and `aj q
a
j by a copy Jj,i of J.

The vertices of Jj,i are identified by the double supserscript j,i: for instance, the vertex d2 of the copy Jj,i of J
will be denoted by dj,i2 .
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Close the graph. Add a vertex r and the edges zn+1r and f1r. Add a starter subgraph S with vertex set
{α, β, γ, δ} and edge set {αβ, αγ, βγ, βδ, γδ}, and add the edges αz1 and fm+1δ.

The resulting graph is G(Φ) (note that G(Φ) is 2-edge-connected). Let us show that G(Φ) has a genuine ear
decomposition if and only if Φ is satisfiable.

Suppose first that there is a genuine ear decompositionH = (Hp)
p∗

p=1 of G(Φ).

Claim 11.2. Either H1 = (α, β, γ, α) and H2 = (β, δ, γ) or H1 = (δ, β, γ, δ) and H2 = (β, α, γ).

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that H1 does not contain the edge βγ. If β and γ are included by a same
ear Hp, then Hp must either have (α, β, γ, δ) as a subpath, or have (α, γ, β, δ) as a subpath, or be the cycle
(α, β, δ, γ, α). In all cases, there will be trivial ears ((α, γ) and (δ, β) in the first case, (α, β) and (δ, γ) in
the second one, (β, γ) in the third one), a contradiction. Hence, β and γ are not included by a same ear. By
symmetry, we may assume that β is included first. The ear including β must contain (α, β, δ) as subpath. Hence,
the ear including γ must be (α, γ, δ) or (α, γ, β) or (δ, γ, β), leaving (γ, β) or (γ, δ) or (γ, α) as trivial ear, a
contradiction.

Hence,H1 contains the edge βγ and so, to avoid any trivial ear, it is either (α, β, γ, α) or (δ, β, γ, δ). Then
H2 = (β, δ, γ) or H2 = (β, α, γ) for otherwise there would be a trivial ear. ♦

Let us study the properties of H3 the third ear ofH.
Let Qi be the path obtained from Pi as follows: for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m, if v̄i is a literal of Cj , replace the edge

xj−1i xji by the path Ej,i1 ; replace xmi z
′
i by the path Ei1. Let Qi be the path obtained from P i as follows: for all

1 ≤ j ≤ m, if vi is a literal of Cj , replace the edge x̄j−1i x̄ji by the path Ej,i1 ; replace xmi z
′
i by the path Ei2.

Let Laj be the union of the five paths (fj , l
a
j ), Ej,i2 for the integer i such that `aj ∈ {vi, v̄i}, E

j/a
1 , Ej/a−12 ,

and (haj , fj+1) (Indices a are modulo 3).

Claim 11.3. (i) For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, H3 contains either Qi or Qi (but not both).

(ii) For every 1 ≤ j ≤ m, H3 contains Laj for some a ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

Proof. The proof can be sketched as follows. By Claim 11.2, H3 must be a path from α to δ. It first goes to z1
and enters the variable gagdets. In each variable gagdet, H3 can choose to go along Qi or Q̄i, but once it has
chosen one of these paths, the gagdets Jj,i force H3 to continue on it until it reaches xmi or x̄mi . Then Ji forces
H3 to go to zi+1 and not to U-turn on the opposite path (Qi or Qi) of Vi. Hence H3 enters the next variable
gagdet. And so on, H3 visits each variable gadget Vi, each time going through Qi or Qi (but not both) until it
reaches zn+1. Since it cannot U-turn, H3 must go to r and then f1, where it enters the clause gagdget. Now
as above, in the clause gagdet Kj , it must follow one of the path Laj and cannot make any U-turn on La+1

j or
La+2
j , because of the gadgets Jj/a and Jj/a−1. Thus H3 must go through each clause gadget going each time

through exactly one of the Laj .

Let us now give a detailed proof.

Let us prove (i) by induction on i.
Let us first prove that H3 contains either the edge zix0i or the edge zix̄0i (but not both). If i = 1, then

Claim 11.2 implies that H3 is a path from α to δ in G(Φ)− {β, γ}. Its first edge must be αz1. Its second edge
is either z1x01 or z1x̄01. If i > 1, then by the induction hypothesis, it contains either Qi−1 or Qi−1. In the first
(resp. second) case, by Claim 11.1 (iii) (applied to Ji−1 since Ei−12 ⊆ Qi−1 and Ei−11 ⊆ Qi−1), it does not
contain the edge z̄′i−1e

i−1
2 (resp. z′i−1d

i−1
1 ). So H3 must contain zIx0i or zix̄0i .

Assume H3 contains zix0i . Either v̄i is not a literal of C1 and the edge x0ix
1
i has not been replaced and H3

must contain it, or v̄i is a literal of C1 and the edge x0ix
1
i has been replaced (with another edge) in a copy of J1,i

and, by Claim 11.1 (i), H3 contains the path E1,i
1 . And so on, by induction on j, we show that H3 contains the

edge xj−1i xji or the path Ej,i1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Now by Claim 11.1 (i) applied to Ji, H3 contains the the path
Ei1. Hence H3 contains Qi.

Similarly, one proves that if H3 contains zix̄0i then H3 contains Qi. This prove (i)

Let us now prove (ii) by induction on j.
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Let us first prove that H3 contains one of the edges fj`aj , a ∈ {0, 1, 2}. If j = 1, since H3 contains either
Qm or Qm (and so Em1 or Em2 ), as above we get that H3 must contain zn+1r and thus also rf1. Then it
continues by f1`a1 for some a ∈ {0, 1, 2}. If j 6= 1, then by the induction hypothesis, H3 contains La

′

j−1 for
some a′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Suppose for a contradiction that H3 continues with the edge fjha

′+1
j−1 , then it must also

contains ha
′+1
j−1 g

a′+1
j−1 , a contradiction to Claim 11.1 (iii) applied to Jj−1/a′ . Suppose for a contradiction that H3

continues with the edge fjha
′−1
j−1 , then by Claim 11.1 applied to Jj−1/a′+1, it must contain Ej−1/a

′+1
2 which

ends in ga
′−1
j−1 , and must continue by ga

′−1
j−1 s

j−1/a′−1
1 . This contradicts Claim 11.1 applied to Jj−1/a′−1. Hence

H3 must contain one of the fj`aj , a ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
Now let i be the integer such that `aj ∈ {vi, v̄i}. Claim 11.1 applied to Jj,i, and then successively to Jj/a and

Jj/a−1 yields that H3 contains Laj . ♦

Let φ be the truth assignment defined by φ(vi) = true if H3 contains Qi and φ(vi) = false otherwise. This
assignment is well-defined by Claim 11.3 (i).

Let us check that it satisfies Φ. Consider a clause Cj . By Claim 11.3 (i), there is a ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that H3

contains Laj . Let i be the integer such that `aj ∈ {vi, v̄i}. If `aj = vi (resp. `aj = v̄i), then Claim 11.1 applied to
Jj,i implies that H3 does not contain Ej,i1 (since Laj contains Ej,i2 ), and so H3 does not contain Qi (resp. Qi).
Hence H3 must contain Qi (resp. Qi). Hence φ(`aj ) = true. Consequently, Cj is satisfied.

Reciprocally, assume that there is a truth assignment φ satisfying Φ. Let us contruct a genuine ear decompo-
sitionH = (Hp)

p∗

p=1 of G(Φ). H1 = (α, β, γ, α) and H2 = (β, δ, γ)

Let us now contructH3. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, letRi = Qi if φ(vi) = true andRi = Q̄i if φ(vi) = false. For
every clause Cj = `j0 ∨ `

j
1 ∨ `

j
2, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, let Sj be a path Laj for some a ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that φ(laj ) = true.

(Such an a exists, because Φ is satisfied). Let H3 = (α, z1) ∪
⋃n
i=1Ri ∪ (zn+1, r, f1) ∪

⋃m
j=1 Sj ∪ (fm+1, δ).

By our choice of H3, the intersection of each copy of J with H3 is either the path E1 or the path E2. We can
then extend the ear decomposition in order to cover all internal vertices of J as follows: If H3 ∪ J = E1, then
add the ears (a1, b1, d2), (b1, e2, d2), (b1, c2, d2), (b1, c1, d1), (c1, b2, c2) and (b2, a2, e2). If H3 ∪ J = E2, then
add the ears (e2, b1, d2, e2), (d2, a1, b1), (b1, c2, d2), (c2, b2, a2), (b1, c1, b2) and (c1, d1, d2).

It is then simple matter to extend the ear decomposition into a genuine ear decomposition of G.

The h-subdivision of a graph G, denoted by Sh(G), is the graph obtained by replacing each edge of G by a
path of length h.

Corollary 12. For every fixed finite set F of positive integers, it is NP-complete to decide whether a graph G
has an ear decomposition with no ear of length in F .

Proof: Let h = max(F). Let G be a graph. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the ear decompo-
sitions of G and those of Sh(G), since every path of length h replacing an arc is entirely contained in an ear.
Moreover, the length of an ear in Sh(G) is exactly h times the length of its corresponding ear in G. There-
fore an ear decomposition of Sh(G) has no ear of length less than h, and it has an ear decomposition with
no ear of length h (and thus with no ear of length in F) if and only if G has a genuine ear decomposition.
Hence by Theorem 11, deciding whether a graph G has an ear decomposition with no ear of length in F is
NP-complete.

5.2 Even ear decomposition
Let k be an integer greater than 1. A modulo-k-ear-decomposition is an ear decomposition such that every ear
has length divisible by k.

Theorem 13. Let k be an integer greater than 1. Given a (2-edge-connected) graph G, deciding whether G
admits a modulo-k-ear-decomposition is NP-complete.

Proof: The proof is very similar to the one of Theorem 11, but the gadget J is replaced by the gadget M which
is constructed as follows. We take 16 distinct vertices s1, a1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1, t1 and s2, a2, b2, c2, d2, e2, f2, t2;
for i = 1, 2, we add the edges siai, cibi, dici, fiti and a path, denoted by P (x, y), of length k− 1 from x and y
for each pair (x, y) ∈ {(ai, bi), (bi, ci), (ci, di), (ei, fi)}; finally, we add a path, denoted by Q(x, y), of length
k between x and y for each pair (x, y) ∈ {(b1, c2), (c2, e1), (b2, c1), (c1, e2), (d1, e1), (d2, e2)}.
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Figure 5: The gadget M. Bold dotted lines represent paths of length k − 1 and bold full lines represent paths of length k.

Claim 13.1. Let G be any graph having M as subgraph such that there is no edge between M−{s1, s2, t1, t2}
and G−M. Assume that G admits a modulo-k-ear-decompositionH, with first ear containing some vertex not
in M, and let H be the first ear ofH including a vertex in M− {s1, s2, t1, t2}.

(i) If s1a1 ∈ E(H), then H ∩M = (s1, a1) ∪ P (a1, b1) ∪ Q(b1, c2) ∪ Q(c2, e1) ∪ P (e1, f1) ∪ (f1, t1) =
E1. Moreover, H must contain the ears P (b1, c1) ∪ (c1, b1), P (c1, d1) ∪ (d1, c1), P (b2, c2) ∪ (c2, b2),
P (c2, d2) ∪ (d2, c2), Q(b2, c1), Q(d1, e1), and without loss of generality, Q(c1, e2) and an ear starting
with Q(d2, e2) ∪ P (e2, f2) ∪ (f2, t2).

(ii) If s2a2 ∈ E(H), then H ∩M = (s2, a2) ∪ P (a2, b2) ∪ Q(b2, c1) ∪ Q(c1, e2) ∪ P (e2, f2) ∪ (f2, t2) =
E2. Moreover, H must contain the ears P (b1, c1) ∪ (c1, b1), P (c1, d1) ∪ (d1, c1), P (b2, c2) ∪ (c2, b2),
P (c2, d2) ∪ (d2, c2), Q(b1, c2), Q(d2, e2), and without loss of generality, Q(c2, e1) and an ear starting
with Q(d1, e1) ∪ P (e1, f1) ∪ (f1, t1).

Proof. Observe that the k-cycles P (b1, c1) ∪ (c1, b1), P (c1, d1) ∪ (d1, c1), P (b2, c2) ∪ (c2, b2), P (c2, d2) ∪
(d2, c2), must be ears. Indeed, the first ear containing an arc of one of these cycles either is the whole cycle, or
intersects the cycle in a path of lentgh 1 or k − 1. But in the latter case, it leaves an ear of length k − 1 or 1,
respectively, a contradiction.

(i) Assume that s1a1 ∈ E(H). By the above observation, H ∩M must be (s1, a1)∪P (a1, b1)∪Q(b1, c2)∪
Q(c2, d1) ∪ P (e1, f1) ∪ (f1, t1) = E1. Moreover, Q(b2, c1), Q(d1, e1) must be ears. Now there are tow ears
containing e2, one H with e2 as internal vertex and one H ′ with e2 as endvertex. If H = Q(c1, e2)∪Q(d2, e2),
then replacing H and H ′ by Q(d2, e2) ∪H ′ and Q(c1, e2) we obtain another modulo-k-ear-decomposition. If
H ′ = Q(d2, e2), thenH starts withQ(c1, e2)∪P (e2, f2)∪(f2, t2), thus replacingH andH ′ byQ(d2, e2)∪(H\
Q(c1, e2) and Q(c1, e2) we obtain another modulo-k-ear-decomposition. Otherwise H starts with Q(d2, e2) ∪
P (e2, f2) ∪ (f2, t2) and H ′ = Q(c1, e2).

The proof of (ii) is identical to the one of (i). By symmetry, just switch the subscripts 1 and 2. ♦

Let Φ be a 3-CNF boolean formula with variables v1, . . . , vn and clauses C1, . . . , Cm (w.l.o.g., assume that
no Cj contains both vi and v̄i). We construct a graph G1(Φ) in a similar way as the the graph G(φ), but the
gagdets J are replaced by gadgets M and the starter subgraph S is now the union of two paths between α and δ,
one of length 1 and one of length k− 1, still connected to the graph via the edges αz1 and fm+1δ. Finally, from
G1(Φ), we construct a graph G2(Φ), by replacing each edge that is neither in S nor in copies of M by a path of
length k − 1.

The proof is then similar to the one of Theorem 11. So it is left to the reader. The fact that we subdivided all
edges neither in S nor in copies of M allows to extend the first three ears into a modulo-k-ear-decomposition of
G2.

In the same way, as Theorem 13, one can show the following.

Theorem 14. Let k be an integer greater than 1. Given a (strongly-connected) digraph D, deciding whether G
admits a modulo-k-handle-decomposition is NP-complete.

Proof: The proof is exactly the same as the one of Theorem 13. Just replace ‘edge’ by ‘arc’, ‘path’ by ‘directed
path’, and ‘ear’ by ‘handle’.
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6 To go further
Let A be a set of positive integers. We denote by A the set N \ A, and for any positive integer k we set
kA = {k × a | a ∈ A}. An A-ear-decomposition of a graph is an ear decomposition in which all ears have
length inA. Similarly, anA-handle-decomposition of a digraph is a handle decomposition in which all handles
have length inA. Note that anA-ear-decomposition (resp. A-handle-decomposition) of a graph (resp. digraph)
can be seen as an ear decomposition (resp. handle decomposition) with no ear (resp. handle) with length in A.

In view of all our results, it is natural to consider the following problems.

A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION
Input: A graph G.
Question: Does G admit an A-ear-decomposition ?

A-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION
Input: A digraph D.
Question: Does D admit an A-handle-decomposition ?

It would be nice to characterize the graphs (resp. digraphs) for which A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION (resp. A-
HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION) is polynomial-time solvable.

Below is an easy lemma, that might be useful in proving such a characterization.

Lemma 15. Let A be a set of positive integers.

(i) If 1 ∈ A and A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION is NP-complete, then A-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION is NP-
complete (even wen restricted to symmetric digraph).

(ii) If F-EAR-DECOMPOSITION is NP-complete, then for every A such that kF ⊆ A ⊆ kF A-EAR-
DECOMPOSITION is NP-complete for all positive integer k.

(iii) IfF-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION isNP-complete, then kF-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION isNP-complete
for all positive integer k.

Proof: (i) Assume 1 ∈ A. Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph. Let
←→
G be the symmetric digraph associated to

G. Let us describe a correspondence between theA-ear-decompositions ofG and theA-handle-decompositions
of
←→
G .

From an ear decompositionH of G, we can obtain a handle decomposition
−→
H of

←→
G by replacing each ear H

ofH by several handles of
−→
H: a directed orientation ~H ofH , and all reverse trivial handles, that are the (v, u) for

all uv ∈ A( ~H). Clearly, ifH is anA-EAR-DECOMPOSITION ofG, then
−→
H is aA-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION

of
←→
G .

Reciprocally, consider a handle decomposition
−→
H of

←→
G . Free to reorder the handles, we may assume that

each non-trivial handles is followed by its reverse trivial handles, and that the remaining trivial handles are
grouped by set of opposite handles. Then, replacing each non-trivial handle ~H together with its reverse han-
dle, by the ear H obtained from ~H by forgetting the orientation, and replacing each pair of opposite trivial
handles (u, v), (v, u) by the ear (u, v), we obtain an ear decomposition of G. Clearly, if

−→
H is a A-HANDLE-

DECOMPOSITION of
←→
G , thenH is an A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION of G.

(ii) By considering the k-subdivision of a graph. The proof is similar to Corollary 12.

(iii) By considering the k-subdivision of a digraph. The proof is similar to Corollary 4.

In the exact same way as what we did for digraphs in Section 2, one can show the undirected analogue to
Corollary 2.

Theorem 16. Let h be a positive integer. One can decide in polynomial time whether a graph admits an ear
decomposition with ears of length at most h.

Theorem 16 states that if A = {1, . . . , h} for some positive integer h, then A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION is
polynomial-time solvable. However, we believe that, under the assumption P 6= NP , this is the only case of a
finite A such that A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION is polynomial-time solvable.
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Conjecture 17. Let A be a finite set of positive integers. A-EAR-DECOMPOSITION is NP-complete unless
there is a positive integer h such that A = {1, . . . , h}.

The above conjecture cannot be generalized to all sets A including the infinite ones because ODD-EAR-
DECOMPOSITION is polynomial-time solvable. In contrast, we believe that there is no infinite set of integers A
such that A-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION is polynomial-time solvable, and that the directed analogue of Con-
jecture 17 can be generalized to all sets of integers.

Conjecture 18. Let A be a set of positive integers. A-HANDLE-DECOMPOSITION is NP-complete unless
there is a positive integer h such that A = {1, . . . , h}.
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